
ARWC - into final stage 

Saturday, 14 November 2009 

The Adventure racing World Championships are now mid way through the fourth day of 
racing in Portugal with New Zealanders upholding a strong Kiwi tradition in the sport which 
has produced many world champions. 

   

   

Its been a very tough world championship for the 59 team from 25 countries, hosted by the Estoril Portugal XPD Race which 
uses a rogaining style format with optional check points and bonuses. The format has proven successful in keeping the span 
of the field down as the top teams hunt down all check points while the slower teams make for the stage finish just to beat 
the cutoff times. At this years worlds timing and choice are everything with the stage cut offs the sheep gates that determine 
if teams are still in the hunt for the 2009 world title.  

With the lights going out on the official leader board after stage 1 over four days ago, it fell back to the old jungle drums and 
text message system from the support crews to unravel an indication on who was leading the worlds. Once again the word 
through over stages 2 & 3 covering 595 kms of MTBing, trekking, kayaking and skating had the Kiwis leading with a battle 
royal up front between Nike the 2007 world champions (with Forne) and Orion Health, with Helly Hansen & Lundhags (Aaron 
Prince) in the hunt also.  

Lundhags were not so lucky and missed the midnight cut off which will see them drop down from the top of the leaderboard 

Over the course of the 659km raced to date Kiwis 
have featured in or near the front. At the end of stage 
1 a Multisport & adventure section Aaron Prince in 
Swedish team Lundhags Adventure lead the field, with 
all Kiwi and defending champions Orion Health, 
Wayne Oxenham, Stu Lynch, Anna Berthelson (right) 
& Brent Edwards 31 minutes back in 7th. Kiwis racers 
in USA based team Nike Beaver Creek Chris Forne & 
George Christison were placed 29th, with a protest 
pending as they collected more than the required 100 
points.  Nike have since been awarded this "protested 
bonus".  
 
Photos - ARWC 

 

As the leaders completed the 150km MTB ending stage 4 to reach 
another crucial cut off we can confirm Nike are still leading the Worlds 
at the moment with just 251kms to the finish line. They did however 
only just make this cut off arriving with only minutes to spare and 
leaving transition without an obvious plan carrying their sleeping bags 
under their arms.   

   

Orion>>  
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and likely out of top three contention.  British team Helly Hansen (currently in 2nd) are the dark horses at present, steadily 
collecting checkpoints and bonuses whilst maintaining good pace on course.  Orionhealth.com left transition holding 3rd 
place but like Nike were also planning to get further sleep out on course (having only had about 4 hours to date. 

The second all Kiwi team Nga Rakau - Mark Struthers, Tim Cochrane, Neil Kerrison & Fiona McBryde are in 48th, thier focus 
is making the cuts off while grabbing 12 CPs on route. 

   

 Nike are still well positioned to win with their CP and 
bonus margins over the chasing teams however, they 
are starting to look a little ragged and critical race cut 
offs remain that could completely change the look of 
the Leaderboard. With the hard end of the race 
remaining the risks & rewards become higher. Will 
Nike slip up or the other main contenders go two 
check points up and take the lead?   We will find out 
in the fifth and final stage which starts with a short 
trek, before a long 50km paddle, then MTB, Trek, MTB 
and trek to the finish.
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